
Worked as a 2D animator both traditionally and with puppets/rigs for the entirety 
of Adult Swim’s “Squidbillies” season 6. 

Responsible for shots through key and tween phase and addressing any issues 
until completion. 

Worked as a traditional 2D animator for Adult Swim’s “Aqua Teen Hunger Force” 
season 8.
 

Animator
Radical Axis
January 2011 - November 2011

Led a team through Animation Retakes for multiple episodes of “Little Demon”. 
Oversaw task and shots to ensure quality and continuity across various scenes and 
episodes.

Worked through notes from the network and the creators to help deliver finished 
episodes  for air. 

Worked with Producers and Directors to ensure a smooth workflow across 
departments to complete task within our given deadlines.departments to complete task within our given deadlines.

Lead Retake Animator
Shadow Machine
July 2022-October 2022

Over a decade of experience working with Toon Boom Harmony to develop 
pipelines, rigs, and workflows for a variety of series such as “Marvel’s Hit Monkey” 
and the feature film “America: The Motion Picture”. This process has included 
designing a system of Harmony rigs to be used company-wide as well as 
developing a Master a Controller system and training both in-house staff and 
outside studios overseas to implement these rigs and systems.

DirectedDirected Animation for various productions including a season of the series 
“Dicktown” and an episode of “Legion”. Led a team to complete episodes while 
working with clients to satisfy the creators and network. 

Helping with the Pre-Production for a variety of pilot series. Working to identify 
issues and  develop a pipeline to ensure smooth production if moved to series.

Working with Creators, Producers, Directors, and Leads to ensure that deadlines 
are met. Working across departments to ensure a smooth workflow across 
productions to increase eproductions to increase efficiency and reduce costs.

Animation Director / Technical Director
Floyd County Productions
November 2011 - Present
 

Experience

Skills 

Toon Boom Harmony
  Certified Expert 2013 - Present
Adobe Flash: 5+ years
Photoshop: 10+ years
After Effects
MayaMaya
Shotgrid
FTrack

Notables

Toon Boom Harmony Ambassador
Emmy Award winning Animator

Education

Bachelor of FineBachelor of Fine Arts in Animation
Savannah College of Art and Design
2006-2010

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Sequential Art
Savannah College of Art and Design
2006-2010

229-326-1445 
bbergerart@gmail.com
brandonleeberger.com

 

Brandon Berger
Animator / Technical Director


